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SVEN MS-2085 Speakers, 60W Bluetooth (black)
Featuring satellites with 70mm drivers and a subwoofer with a powerful 145mm diaphragm, the SVEN MS-2085 speakers deliver deep
sound to fill any room. The frequency range of 45 Hz to 20 kHz and the total power of 60 watts guarantee an unforgettable experience
whether playing games, listening to music or watching movies. The equipment supports Bluetooth technology, works with USB drives and
SD  cards,  and  what's  more,  it  offers  FM  radio.  The  control  panel  with  LED  display  and  the  included  remote  control  allow  convenient
operation. 
 
Excellent sound quality
Delight in sound with exceptional clarity and depth, made possible, among other things, by 70mm drivers. The subwoofer with a 145 mm
diaphragm will fill the room with low tones, making you feel as if you are right in the middle of the action. With a wide frequency range of
45 Hz to 20 kHz, the speakers are able to reproduce both low, deep sounds and high tones. SVEN's equipment thus provides a full range
of sounds - from gunshots and dialogue, to the rustling of footsteps and explosions. Gaming, watching movies or listening to music has
never been so realistic. Indulge yourself in full immersion!
 
Attention to detail
SVEN MS-2085 speakers are equipped with an easy-to-read LED display that allows you to conveniently monitor the operating status. The
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wooden cabinet made of MDF not only looks elegant, but also has a positive effect on sound quality, creating optimal conditions for a
musical experience. Also noteworthy are the rubber feet that prevent the equipment from slipping on the surface, eliminating the risk of
unwanted vibrations.
 
Multiple connectivity options
The comfort  of  the  SVEN MS-2085 speakers  will  be  appreciated by  anyone who appreciates  a  variety  of  options.  Thanks  to  Bluetooth
technology, you can easily play your favorite songs from your smartphone or tablet. Support for files from a USB drive and SD card gives
you full freedom of choice of sound sources. In addition, the built-in FM receiver will allow you to immerse yourself in the world of radio
and discover new sonic horizons.
 
Convenient operation
You won't have any difficulties operating SVEN speakers. The set comes with a practical remote control, with which you can manage the
operation of the equipment from the comfort of your couch. There will also be a knob at your disposal, allowing you to adjust the bass
and a control panel that allows you to manually adjust the operation of the speakers to suit your current needs.
 
Included:
Subwoofer x1
Satellite speaker x2
Remote control x1
AAA type battery x2
Audio cable 2RCA to mini-jack x1
Antenna cable x1
Owner's manual x1
	Manufacturer
	SVEEN
	Model
	MS-2085
	Output power (RMS)
	60 W
	Subwoofer output power (RMS)
	30 W
	Satellite output power (RMS)
	30W (2 x 15W)
	Subwoofer frequency range
	45 - 150 Hz
	Frequency range of satellites
	150 - 20,000 Hz
	Subwoofer driver dimensions
	  Ø 145 mm
	Dimensions of satellite transducers
	Ø 70 mm
	Power supply
	~230/50 V
	Subwoofer dimensions
	260 x 262 x 300 mm
	Dimensions of satellites
	106 × 182 × 122 mm
	Weight
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	5.15 kg

Price:

€ 114.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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